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Eileen Among the Lilies

Frail and wizened, too long since she had poked among the lilies, weeding this, replanting that, and for the first few hours she was overwhelmed by their profusion.

Hundreds rolled across a bank that collapsed into sea. This was before she succumbed to their smell, feeling faint; before she let herself languish in their sex; before her head reeled from orange and vermilion.

It was as if nothing else existed – cottage, road and village sucked away like her breath – and she sank, her knees buckling, amid a sweetness beyond the singular, amid so many green stems into a crush of bobbing heads.

All about her face and hair, shoulders, breasts, their amber pollen marked her for theirs, and a soft humming rose, which is the come cry of flowers, as she curled among the lilies until darkness fell.
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MARIE JANICK BELLEAU

Reconnaissable entre toutes

Inoubliable
Comme les madeleines de Proust
L’odeur de ta peau

Marie Janick Belleau’s poetry appears earlier in this volume.